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Abstract 

 

Today, the global market of connected object is rapidly expanding especially concerning 

the smart wearables segment. With the advent of new sensors and the current 

technological advances, these connected wearables would be an astounding opportunity 

for corporate marketers. Indeed, they could use consumers’ data coming from smart 

wearables in order to target more precisely individual users based on their preferences 

and real-time behaviors. This dissertation aims to provide new approaches concerning 

marketing strategies to implement through connected wearables. Initially the goal will be 

to understand and to identify what type of people are more likely to buy and use 

connected wearables. Then according to these users’ behaviors and expectations it will be 

easier to identify which factors and variables can eventually lead to making purchasing 

decisions. The study is based on our own research including academic papers and 

specialized articles through the literature review but also a quantitative and qualitative 

analysis.  
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Executive Summary 

 

The market of IoT keeps growing every day, transforming the world we live in, in a 

place where everyone and everything can be connected and interact, no matter the distance. 

The fact that a home can now be totally connected, or even an object from the everyday life, 

is pretty interesting. That is why, we decided to focus on how the communication between 

these objects and a human being was made possible. Indeed, to be in constant connection with 

IoT, people need to get connected themselves. In this way, they either use their smartphone as 

relay or wear connected devices. Users connected all the time means that data is collected all 

the time concerning people’s behavior, lifestyle, etc… As a matter of fact, data collected 

through smart devices, could be of a huge interest for companies, helping them in their 

digitalization. For this reason, we decided to make a study on smart wearables users through 

their usage behavior and consumption behavior.  

We started by studying already available literature regarding traditional marketing, 

digital marketing, IoT, smart wearables and big data analysis. Our goal through this step was 

to highlight some specificities regarding smart wearable users and to improve our knowledge 

in the field of data analysis. We ended up with some smart wearable user classifications and 

behaviors we wanted to check and deepen.  

For this purpose, we started to research with a quantitative study. We surveyed smart 

wearable users, asking them about who they were, why, when and how they were using their 

connected devices. At the end of this step we managed to highlight that the main users of 

smart wearables are students and executives, who do not consider themselves as technophiles.  

To go deeper and analyze if the data collected by the wearables could be of any use for 

digital marketers, we decided to interview some users’ representative of the tendencies of use 

exposed after the first part. It helped us enlighten that smart wearables users have the 

following similar behavior regarding their purchasing process. 
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1 Problem Statement 

 

1.1 Situating 

 

With the advent of the smartphone and social media age, we are facing a progressive 

digitalization of the society. This trend is visible through the expansion of digital advertising 

and sales methods including the development of the Internet of Things (IoT). 

The IoT also known as “ambient Technologies” or “Embedded Systems” is a global 

system composed of many technological devices (computer networks, sensors, actuators, 

machines) related to the physical world and all connected to the virtual world represented by 

the Internet (Source: Constantinides, 2016). 

It seems difficult to really understand the true meaning of IoT and its implications. 

Here is a semantic definition of the IoT: ‘‘a world-wide network of interconnected objects 

uniquely addressable, based on standard communication protocols” (Source: INFSO D.4 

Networked Enterprise & RFID INFSO G.2 Micro & Nanosystems).   

Today, IoT represents great opportunities in terms of business efficiency and 

customers’ satisfaction. Through the IoT, companies would be able to collect and analyze 

users’ information in order to optimize their marketing strategies.     

The IoT market can be divided into seven main segments: 

● Smart home/Home automation 

● Wearables 

● Health 

● Transport 

● Industrial IoT 

● Smart cities 

● Environment/Agriculture   

According to Adam Thier (2015), the area of IoT with the fastest growth potential and 

customer adoption is its wearable segment.  

 

1.2 Grounding 

 

For this research paper, we will mainly focus on the wearables segment which is in 

full growth.  Indeed, the market forecasts a value of the wearables business at $177 million by 
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2018 (Source: IDC). According to the International Data Corporation, the IoT technology 

enables the wearable devices market to expand significantly with a growth of 25% year over 

year. 

“IoT is presenting an enormous growing, in numbers, it is estimated that over 50 

billion of devices will be connected to the Internet by 2020”. (Source: B. Emerson, “M2M: 

the internet of 50 billion devices”, Win-Win, Editorial: Huawei, January 2010.) 

The potential of the IoT such has the smart wearables, has been multiplied by the 

expansion of the Big Data which generates a huge amount of essential data for marketers. For 

instance, companies can collect information about their customers’ habits and behaviors 

through these smart wearables. The challenge will be to identify which data are useful and 

how they can be analyzed in order to implement new digital marketing strategies. 

According to IBM, the Internet of Things is part of the four more important 

technologies for marketing success in the near future.   

 

1.3 Diagnosing 

 

To optimize marketing techniques, companies need to obtain more and more data 

about their customers and find a way to use them to push the proper message at the proper 

moment. (Antonio J. Jara, Maria Concepcion Parra Merono and Antonio Skarmeta, Marketing 

4.0: A new value added to the marketing through the Internet of Things, 2012). 

Price Waterhouse Cooper experts are underlining that wearable technologies offer a 

new way to improve customer marketing experience as it is literally embodying the message a 

brand wants to spread.  The customer 4.0 is looking for meaning and individualization in 

every aspect of his life and wearables can help companies to provide him precisely what he is 

asking for.  

The development of wearables (especially for personal/private use) and digital 

marketing being two recent phenomena, there is currently very few academic literature on 

each and even less concerning both and how it can be used together. Though, both cutting-

edge trends are becoming global and present an ever growing potential.  
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1.4 Solving  

 

Even if IoT technologies still need improvement to reach their true potential and 

become globally adopted and accepted (Roy Want, Bill N. Schmitt, Scott Jenson, 2015), 

experts agree to say that they are opening a whole new world of possibilities, especially on the 

consumer marketing side, and that companies need to make the move to IoT and wearables 

marketing now, or they will miss a huge opportunity (PwC).  

For this reason, undertaking a research on how we can use the individual constant 

digital connection through wearables to customize, improve and develop digital marketing 

can benefit business managers, digital marketing strategists as well as researchers. 

This paper aims to highlight a lack in academic literature by analyzing how the data 

produced everyday by smart wearables can be used to improve and develop digital marketing 

strategies. From a managerial perspective, the point of this research is to provide marketers 

with a new understanding of customer behavior recording possibilities and new ways to push 

relevant information to potential clients. 

 

1.5 Research Question 

 

What kind of digital marketing strategies can be implemented by companies to attract 

and push customers to buy through smart wearables?   

(1) Who are the users of smart wearables and what do they use it for? 

(2) Which variables can drive smart wearables users/customers to buy?  

(3) How can we use these elements to set up or improve digital marketing strategies? 
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2 Literature Review 

 

 

 

Graph.1 : Themes intersection 

 

2.1 What is a wearable technology? 

 

2.1.1 Definition 

 

As wearables technologies are still an obscure concept for a wide part of the 

population, it is quite hard to find a unanimous description of this term.  

The more global definition we find about wearable devices is the one of Ranita Bera, 

to who they are “miniature electronic devices worn on the body and often integrated into 

existing accessories.” PwC experts extend a bit this definition. When Ranita Bera considers 

the wearable as the “smart” part of it alone (the technological device), PwC considers the 

whole wearable item: “By wearable technology, we are referring to clothing and accessories 

incorporating computer and advanced electronic technologies.” 

Both definitions are correct, but miss one point that other experts find crucial in 

defining a wearable, the part that makes it belong to the IoT category: the sensors. Indeed, if 

we can wear technological devices for almost half a century, the wearable technologies we 

will consider in this paper able to interact with us, either autonomously or through other 

computing devices such as computers or smartphones. For this to be possible, these techs 

need to be equipped with sensors. Element that the two authors we are going to quote now 

took into consideration. Andrea Dodet in Wearable Technologies: challenges of a high growth 

market (2015) defines wearable technologies, adds to the previous definition that the wearable 

devices need to “embed a wide range of sensors, making them capable of collecting and 

presenting a staggering amount of biometric information”. 
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As we wish to focus on all wearables, not only on those with a screen like the Product 

Marketing Engineer Ranita Bera to who “Wearables main functional blocks are a 

microprocessor, an analog front-end (AFE), sensors (digital and analog), display, and power 

management, audio, and connectivity blocks”, we will use for this paper the following and 

very complete definition given by Adam D. Thier in, The Internet of Things and Wearable 

Technology: Addressing Privacy and Security Concerns without Derailing Innovation, 2015 : 

“Wearable technologies are networked devices that can collect data, track activities, and 

customize experiences to users’ needs and desires. These technologies are a subset of IoT, 

which comprises networked “smart devices” equipped with microchips, sensors, and wireless 

communications capabilities.”  

 

2.1.2 Categories of wearables 

 

Wearables can be segmented according to the part of the body it is worn on: head, 

body and wrist. In 2014, Forrester has launched a study of 16,200 American and European 

consumers to know on which part of the body they would prefer to wear a device. 42% of the 

US consumers and 36% of European were favorable to wear it on the wrist (Source: Ranita 

Bera, Wearables: Dressed for Success!). 

PwC in a recent study, suggests the same analyses of the market, adding that glasses, 

smart band and smart watches are “the most commonly referenced wearable”. They also 

created a typology of wearable items on the market or in project and the part of the body 

where it could be worn. The results can be seen on the graph below and show that the 

opportunities and ways to wear connected devices are almost unlimited.  
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                            Graph 2 : Categories of wearables 

 

Nevertheless, wearable fitness technologies and smart watches are for Accenture 

(2014) the two fastest growing IoT categories with expected growth of respectively 33% and 

23%. Then, comes smart clothing and smart glasses, with much lower but still noticeable 

rates. According to Ranita Bera (Wearables: Dressed for Success!), in the future, the wearable 

technology should focus on smart clothing as body sensors market is estimated to be very 

important thanks to its multiple possibilities in terms of device types and application markets. 

          However, according to Nick Hunn, the earbuds and headsets segment could be 

the next wearables devices growing after smartwatches. People have already adopted these 

devices connected to their smartphones to make calls or listen to music. Apple also share this 

vision and acquired the company Beats Electronics for $3 billion, in 2014 

(Source:http://fortune.com/2014/05/14/a-beats-acquisition-could-be-big-for-apple-

hearables/). In its article: “Hearables - The New Wearables”, Nick Hunn wrote “that the 

biggest potential market for connected wearables will not be for devices we put on our wrists, 

but the ones we put in our ears. By 2018 it suggests that we’ll be spending over $5 billion on 

Hearables”. For now, the ear potential seems to be underestimated while it is particularly a 

good place to measure vital signs like “heart rate, blood pressure, temperature and pulse 

oximetry” (Source: Nicolas Biet, Internet of Things - Overview of the market). Furthermore, 

http://fortune.com/2014/05/14/a-beats-acquisition-could-be-big-for-apple-hearables/
http://fortune.com/2014/05/14/a-beats-acquisition-could-be-big-for-apple-hearables/
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these measurements will be more reliable because the ear doesn’t move around as much as the 

wrist. Adam D. Thierer (2015) shares the exact same opinion about the “hearables” 

development.  

 Even if the market of wearable devices offers unlimited possibilities in the 

future, the fastest growing segment is the wristband and smartwatch one, for this reason, most 

of the information found and detailed in this paper will focus on it.  

 

2.1.3 Use 

 

According to Pwc, the potential use of wearables can be divided in the four following 

categories: entertainment, media & communication, retail, health and Technology. The final 

objective being to provide to the customer an enhanced and personalized experience with 

possibility of interaction. Deborah Weinswig (2016) also goes with a four categories 

classification, but separate them in a different maybe more customer focused way than the 

PwC one:  fitness and wellness, healthcare, lifestyle, gaming & entertainment. Indeed, in this 

categorization would be totally inadequate from a company perspective as it is skipping the 

retail and media sides of wearable use. 

 

2.1.4 Segmentation and type of consumers 

 

According to Jochen Meyer, Jutta Fortmann, Merlin Wasmann and Wilko Heute 

(2015), the consumers of wearable devices changed compared to when they were launched 

and are no longer only researchers and early adopters, but normal persons concerned by their 

health and physical condition.  

As reported in a customer study led in the US by Accenture in 2014, 7% of the person 

they surveyed owned a wearable device, and 28% of the remaining ones were planning to buy 

one by 2016. An interesting data raised by this report is that counter to other IoT devices, the 

adoption rate of wearables is similar between men and women. Gender appears not to be a 

relevant segmentation criteria for this matter. They also report a higher adoption rate among 

parents than among the rest of the population studied.   
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For PwC, customers of wearables are divided in two main categories:  

 

Category Millennials  

(adults from 18 to    

34) 

Parents  

(adults with at least one child) 

Principal use - Exercise 

- Dietary and medical  

- Retail deals 

- Planning 

- Home productivity  

- Retail deals 

- Children safety 

 

Table 1: Wearables users PwC categorization 

 

They also consider as potential interesting buyers, big companies willing to equip their 

employees to increase their performance and tracking. As the main obstacle to wearable 

device seems to be the price, this way of obtaining a device would solve it and lead to more 

and more people equipped.  

 Very few research on wearables consumers have been published so far, even if 

it is obvious that wearable manufacturers and designers have led some to acquire a better 

understanding of their target. What stands out of the literature we have been through is 2 

levels user classification: 

- a use centered classification 

- an age class classification 

We will use this starting point for our own research. 
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2.2 What type of data can be collected through smart wearables?  

 

2.2.1 Collection and analysis of data 

 

2.2.1.1 Data collection 

 

As Ranita Bera, wrote in her article: “Wearables: Dressed for Success!”, sensors are 

used to collect different kind of data, “about the physical or chemical properties of the body 

and environment”. 

 

Example: 

For smartwatches and fitness bands, there are: 

- Biometric sensors which measure heart rate or blood pressure 

- Environmental sensors measure temperature, UV lights, etc.… 

- Motion sensors are for barometric altimeter 

- Human interface sensors measure proximity gesture or position 

  

There are two types of sensors: 

● Digital sensors which are “controlled using well known communication 

standards, such as I2C or serial peripheral interface (SPI)”. They are used for motion 

sensors. 

● Analog sensors which “need an AFE consisting of operational amplifiers (op 

amps), filters, and analog-to-digital convertors (ADCs) to convert the analog signal to 

a digital signal that can then be processed by the microcontroller”. They are 

particularly used in medical and healthcare sectors. 

 

The more obvious and globally collected data coming from wearables today are those 

collected through health and fitness wearables, and though, are physical condition and activity 

related data. Users of fitness and health IoT tend to share these data by themselves to be able 

to compare their results to others. Companies providing these devices or the social networks 

users share their data on, can have a direct insight on a huge amount of personal data. 
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Jochen Meyer, Jutta Fortmann, Merlin Wasmann and Wilko Heute detect six sorts of 

data relevant to lifelogging and that can be collected through wearables: “captured media, 

mobile context & activity data, computer activity, biometric information and behavior related 

information”. They also differentiate wearable device in two categories, namely high data rate 

and low data rate devices. Both collect different sets of data relevant to the individual 

lifestyle, health, activity, localization.  

According to H. Chen, R. H. L. Chiangand V. C. Storey (2012), the data that are 

relevant for customer marketing applications and that can be collected through wearables are 

the following: “search and user logs, social media monitoring and analysis, crowd sourcing 

systems, social and virtual games”. The characteristics of this data is that it consists in 

“Structured web-based, user-generated content, rich network information, unstructured 

informal customer opinions”.  

 In a nutshell, wearables collect and broadcast a huge amount of data about 

every aspect of the life and person who wear it. This is a real goldmine for who have the 

ability and technology to mine it. But as this data is vast and unstructured, it requires proper 

infrastructure and know-how.  

 

2.2.1.2 Data analysis and big data 

 

Business Intelligence and analytics (BI&A) have been recognized as a key sector for 

company growth for a long time now, and its applications according to H. Chen, R. H. L. 

Chiangand V. C. Storey can be divided between the following applications: e-commerce, e-

government, market intelligence, healthcare and security.  

They define “big data and big data analytics [as] the data sets and analytical 

techniques in applications that are so large (from terabytes to exabytes) and complex (from 

sensor to social media data) that they require advanced and unique data storage, management, 

analysis, and visualization technologies.” For them, the main difference between legacy data 

currently used by most companies and big data is that big data is totally unstructured and 

needs a huge amount of work and technology to become useful. They distinguish three 

different generations of BI&A with their own characteristics and data source. 
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Table 2: Big Data & Data analysis applications 

 

The last generation of BI&A they identify as BI&A 3.0 is still in development and 

concerns all data recorded by mobile devices and “sensor based devices”, which coincides 

with all IoT devices. The characteristics of the BI&A 3.0 are the following: the analysis needs 

to be location-aware, consumer-centered, context-relevant and provide a mobile visualization. 

 

Charles F. Hofacker, Edward Carl Malthouse, and Fareena Sultan suggest that the 

analysis of consumer behavior through Big Data has tremendously changed the way we do 

marketing today (2015, Big Data and consumer behavior imminent opportunities). “85% 

USA agency and brand executives said Big Data has yielded more than half of marketing 

initiatives when it came to increasing insights into consumer behavior” (Source: 

emarketer.com, 2013). Big Data results from consumer behavior (CB) analytics so it is 

potentially an incredible tool for Marketing strategies. 

 

In this paper, we will focus on is the “e-commerce and market intelligence” category, 

as it is the most relevant to our objective. Analytics in this field have the potential applications 

in association rule mining, database segmentation and clustering, anomaly detection, graph 

mining, social network analysis, text and web analytics, sentiment and affect analysis.  H. 

Chen, R. H. L. Chiangand, V. C. Storeycan asserts a proper use of big data analytics can help 

companies with long-tail marketing, conceive targeted and personalized recommendation, 

increased sale and customer satisfaction.  
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2.2.2 Potential applications 

 

         The rapid expansion of Big Data has put in evidence relevant information 

concerning “all stages of the consumer decision-making cycle, including what the consumer 

does, how it is done, where they consume, when they do it and with whom they consume” 

(2015, Big Data and consumer behavior imminent opportunities). Academic researchers and 

business managers will have to work together to combine theories and data. It represents a 

tremendous opportunity to “develop more theory-oriented applications of Big Data”.  CB 

researchers must not forget that Big Data should be used to “generate insights, theories and 

hypotheses” while “the social, online and mobile environments are to execute rigorous field 

tests”. 

 

Adam D. Thierer (2015) provides us a detailed classification of the potential use of 

wearables through two filters: the data collected and all time interaction possibility given by 

wearables. The application domains he quotes are: surgery, emergency care, firefighting, law 

enforcement, retailing, entertainment services, airlines, financial services, political campaigns 

and sports.  

H. Chen, R. H. L. Chiangand V. C. Storey (2012) consider recommendation platforms, 

social media monitoring, crowd-sourcing systems and social & virtual games as potential 

applications fields for wearables data applied to the field of consumer marketing. 

PwC experts sorted the results of their study about the impact of wearables in the 

graph below. They identify three different areas of wearables industrial applications, namely 

retail, healthcare and entertainment & media.  

 

(PwC, The Wearable Future) 

 

2.2.3 Limitations / risks 

 

2.2.3.1 Technology  

 

As part of IoT, wearables come with a rise of opportunities but also of technological 

problems to address. In his Essay: “The Internet of Things (IoT): What is the potential of the 

internet of things (IoT) as a marketing tool?”, Wenjie Gong underlined some technological 
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issues concerning the IoT in the future. The lack of capacity and data quality must be solved 

by the development of new models and algorithms to help existing systems. 

The ISTAG (Information Society Technologies Advisory Group) and the European 

Commission made a list of future research challenges concerning IoT. It concerns: edge 

technologies (sensors and actuators), networking technologies (fixed, mobile, wired and 

wireless networks), middleware systems and service-oriented architectures. 

 

For Roy Want, Bill N. Schmitt, Scott Jenson (2015), the main issues wearables, as part 

as the IoT family, will have to face are related to data scale, proprietary systems and 

localization possibility for IoTs. As a matter of fact, the constant increase of data issued by 

these devices is becoming almost impossible to process through our current systems. On 

another side, as companies designing these devices refuse to make their technologies open 

source in order to keep their customers captive, most IoT cannot communicate and requires 

the user to download an app each time he or she buys a new device, which make the process 

heavy and time consuming.  

Table 3: Wearables improvement possibilities by sector 
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2.2.3.2 Privacy  

 

According to Wenjie Gong, smart wearables are extremely interconnected and 

generate a lot of data, but also bring many questions about its safety and ethical use.  

In general, people are not exactly aware of which private data is recorded and for what 

purpose. Its seems obvious that privacy problems related to the wearables will be a priority 

for the future and even more since the arrival of the Big Data era. This intuition is 

substantiated by the fact that 82% of PwC survey respondents said that “they were concerned 

that wearable tech would invade their privacy”. 

Another interesting fact raised by this PwC survey is that the people they surveyed 

seemed more worried about their family, friend, relative, employers (people they know), to 

have data about them, than strangers of undefined persons like governments, companies or 

hackers.  

 However, this privacy concern seems to be relative on certain fields, and even 

likely to be forgotten. Indeed, Accenture notes that the customers they studied claimed to be 

eager to share their data with companies if they see a high value / benefit in it.  

Wearables, by their nature and the amount of data they collect, gather and share all the 

time are a huge challenge to “traditional privacy norms”. Indeed, people can be watched 

without even knowing about it, by entities they don’t know, for an open-ended period of time, 

and without giving their consent. The use made of these data is raising a lot of concerns, 

particularly as people are afraid they could be used for discrimination purpose (A. Thierer, 

2015).  

             A study conducted by the company HP and published in 2014, revealed that 8 

out of 10 studied items were not secured enough and “had problems related to personal 

consumer data (names, addresses, dates of birth, credit card data, health information...).” 

These analyze confirmed the fact that smart objects are not secured enough for now.  

 

2.2.3.3 Security 

 

IoT, or as Roy Want, Bill N. Schmitt, Scott Jenson (2015) call it “the physical web” 

are raising new physical and concrete issues. Indeed, obtain information from connected 

devices is one thing, but the dangerous part comes from what people can do and deduce from 

these information, for example where you are (to rob your home when you are away), what is 

your medical condition…  
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In July 2014, HP published a study which analyzed 10 of the components most used in 

smart objects like “cameras, thermostats, sprinkler controllers, various control equipment 

modules, as well as doors opening and closing, alarms”. This study revealed 25 vulnerabilities 

per item and a total of 250 security problems (Source: Nicolas Biet, Internet of Things - 

Overview of the market). Among the results, four issues were particularly raised.  

- Authentication process: it was insufficient with 80% of failures concerning 

passwords requirements, complexity and length.  

- No encryption: “70% of the objects do not encrypt the data before transmitting them 

via the Internet to the control or steering system. Encryption of data in transit on the network 

is an essential element of security.” 

- Insecure Web Interface: the user interface was unsecure for 6 objects out of 10 

with security problems like “cross-site scripting, poor session management and weak default 

credentials.” 

- Insecure software: “60% of the objects do not use encryption during software 

update, which is quite worrying when you consider that these software supports objects.” 

 

 With these issues comes the risk for users to see their personal data being reused for 

commercial purpose without knowing it. According to Symantec, “at least 20% of mobile 

applications used with connected objects would not be properly encrypting their data and 

more than half of the applications would not even post their privacy policy.” 

 

2.2.3.4 Lack of legislation 

 

Like all innovation, wearables and IoT, while they were still a minor cutting edge 

phenomenon, stayed under the radar of global legislation. As they are becoming a world 

spread tendency, governments and lawmakers are starting to be preoccupied by their status 

and regulation. The public is deeply concerned by the new issues raised by wearables, should 

it be on the security and privacy side, on the economic side or even on the social and cultural 

side (A. Thierer). As ever when it comes to legislating about new developments in science or 

technology the endless debate about permission less innovation and precautionary principle is 

launched. It is delicate and difficult to find a way to protect people from potential dangerous 

innovations and not stifle innovation at the same time. In order to achieve this hard balance, 

he suggests to take a “layered approach” and to start regulating the use of wearable devices 

and data step by step. 
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The best solution to avoid overregulation would be adopting “privacy and security by 

design”, preventing states and government interference in technological development. 

Wearables manufacturers and designers would have to follow a few ethical guidelines like 

providing use guidelines to their consumers, ensure transparency about the data collection and 

use, make sure data transfer and deletion is easy for the end user, make regular security 

updates, encrypt all data. 

 

2.2.3.5 Customer adoption 

 

 The main challenge that will face the wearables in a close future is the one of 

customer adoption. Indeed, even if some segments of the population are attracted and 

interested in it, it is not the case of the whole population, and companies need to be sure that 

this trend is not a fuss.  

            From A. Thierer’s point of view, if a large segment of the population is 

currently reluctant to use wearables and afraid of the data collection implications, the 

common though relative towards wearables will follow the usual resistance, adaptation, 

adoption model. Even if wearables expansion will bring huge changes to the way our societies 

work, the resilience of the human being will help us to overcome it and come to a new 

paradigm that will work and bring human societies to a new level.  

In its IoT market overview, Nicolas Biet, shows that changing customer's habits 

through smart wearables constitute another challenge for IoT companies. Despite the 

enthusiasm raised by the smart wearables segment, people seem to lose their first interest if 

they don’t really find their benefit in the item’s use. Jutta Fortmann, Wilko Heuten and 

Susanne Boll also raised this problem in their academic paper: “User Requirements for Digital 

Jewelry”. They demonstrated that despite its high growth, the wearables devices market 

seems threatened by an abandonment phenomenon from its users. Even if, researchers 

forecasted that “the global wearable device market will grow about 4000% between 2012 and 

2017” (Source: D. Ledger. Inside wearables - part 2. Endeavour Partners, 2014), American 

studies have shown that after six months of use, a third of wearable devices owners 

abandoned their device (Source: D. Ledger. Inside wearables - part 2. Endeavour Partners, 

2014). According to Jutta Fortmann and all, smart jewelry would be an interesting option to 

develop to overcome this problem.  
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2.3 A quick overview of digital marketing 

 

2.3.1 Definition 

 

 The term digital marketing, even if widespread, lack a clear and commonly 

accepted definition. Indeed, it remains unclear for a large part of the world population as it is 

used as a “catch-all” category for almost everything companies and brands do on the web or 

through the internet. If digital marketing’s birth can coincide with the development of the 

Internet for customer use, it really took off with the development and improvement of search 

engines and social networks (Damian Ryan & Calvin Jones, Understanding Digital 

Marketing).  

            In their Academic paper: Effectiveness of Digital Marketing in the Challenging 

Age: An Empirical Study, Afrina Yasmin, Sadia Tasnee and Kaniz Fatema defined digital 

marketing as “the marketing of products or services using digital channels to reach 

consumers”.  

In a chronicle, he wrote for the Journal du net, Vincent Luciani describes digital 

marketing through five distinct and interconnected “worlds”: Content digital marketing, direct 

contact DM, e-commerce/e-distribution, paid media DM, social networks DM. All these 

“worlds” share a characteristic: they depend on the internet to be implemented.  

 

2.3.2 Comparison with traditional marketing 

 

        For a few years now, marketing has become human centric, should it be 

traditional marketing or digital marketing. The product or the service are now far from the 

customer’s preoccupations. What the consumer is interested in is the usage value he perceives 

in an item (Leila El Kamel and Sabrina Hombourger-Barès, Internet of things: an exploratory 

study of the co-creation of value, 2016).    

Afrina Yasmin and all, consider digital marketing as “a sub branch of traditional 

marketing” which only uses digital channels to reach customers.  

The following table highlights different elements which compose digital marketing 

and differentiate it from traditional marketing. 
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Traditional Marketing Digital Marketing 

Traditional marketing includes focus 

group, surveys, print, broadcast, direct mail, 

and telephone 

It uses mainly mass media and is 

hardly personalized 

 

Digital marketing includes online 

advertising, email marketing, social media, 

text messaging, affiliate marketing, search 

engine optimization, pay per click  

Digital marketing is by essence 

customer centric 

Digital marketing allows to track and 

influence the whole customer journey, from 

first contact to acquisition and customer 

retention 

 

Table 4: Traditional Marketing vs Digital Marketing 

 

According to Vincent Luciani, the levers used in traditional marketing and digital 

marketing can be sorted out more or less according to the same steps of the customer journey, 

which are listening, brand communication, acquisition and customer retention. Nevertheless, 

as digital marketing allows to have real time feedbacks on consumer opinion and behavior 

after each intervention, it can adapt to the consumer, when traditional marketing can’t.  

One of the main issues encountered in with digital marketing is that it is almost 

impossible to classify by use or section of the customer journey the different levers. Indeed, 

they tend to be multifunctional, and for that reason, it’s hard to measure their impact and ROI.  

 

2.3.3 Recent evolutions 

 

PwC and J. Jara, Maria Concepcion Parra Merono and Antonio Skarmeta agree to say 

that for any kind of marketing input to be positively processed by consumers, it needs to be 

precisely targeted, timed, emotionally pertinent and as relevant as possible for the consumer. 

This is a direct consequence from marketing current bad reputation and the progressive 

modernization of society.  
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With the advent of digital marketing, brands are becoming closer to their customers 

every day. Consumer's role is changing as they become “co-producers of value” (Source: 

Prahalad, C.K. and Ramaswamy V. (2005). The Future of Competition: Co-Creating Unique 

Value with Customers. Boston, Massachusetts: Harvard Business School Press).  

 

2.4 What influence people in their purchasing process?  

 

2.4.1 Review of levers currently used in traditional marketing 

 

It has been recognized by traditional marketers that a consumer followed a six steps 

decision process before buying (Source: Pinki Rani, Factors influencing consumer 

behaviour). Obviously, this process does not always lead to a purchase and these stages can 

be followed independently and depending the purchase complexity. In general, the six steps 

are: 

1. Problem recognition  

2. Information search 

3. Evaluation of alternatives 

4. Purchase decision 

5. Purchase 

6. Post purchase behaviour and evaluation outcome 

 

Consumers are also influenced by four main factors in their decision buying process. 

These factors can be cultural, social, personal and or psychological.  

 

 

2.4.2 Review of levers which could be used in digital marketing 

 

In March 2016, K.R. Mahalaxmi and P. Ranjith published: A Study on Impact of 

Digital Marketing in Customer Purchase Decision in Trichy, to find answers about the real 

impact of digital marketing in purchase decision. They made a structured questionnaire and 

collect the answers from 50 people. The study revealed that most people were already aware 

of digital channels regardless of their level of education or qualification. Customers also 

preferred digital channels when they were about to buy something. 72% bought products from 
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websites or blogs and 60% said that websites/blogs were the most influential digital channel 

for them. Even if this study only represents a part of digital customers located in India, it 

shows that digital marketing is influencing more and more people to buy. 

 

2.4.3 How could we use wearables to mix both? 

 

According to Matt Goddard marketers could use IoT, like the wearables segment, in 

order to develop digital marketing strategies following a two-step process. Firstly, their main 

objective will be to collect data from their customers’ product use. This step will allow to 

create or enhance existing customer services according to user's needs and requirements. The 

idea will be to improve “products and services to make them more useful and marketable”. 

Goddard added a second step which consists in making available to advertisers, the marketers 

previously generated systems. Consequently, this marketing strategy will create specifics 

adapted ad networks for IoT (Max V. Maier, The Internet of Things (IoT): What is the 

potential of Internet of Things Applications for Consumer Marketing?).  

For Accenture (2014), companies need first to show customers the added value of 

sharing their data with “specific, measurable results” in order to convince them to keep using 

wearable devices and to keep sharing the data they produce. To get the maximum benefit of 

the new source of customer interaction wearables are, Accenture advice companies to 

implement “a solid strategy, powerful technology, efficient change in management, and a 

cutting-edge digital presence”. 

Wearables turn advertising into “activity based engagement”, which was initially a 

content web marketing KPI (PwC, The Wearable Future).  

Wearables, by their lifelogging function present the unique ability to link a consumer 

real life and digital life. It enables a communication between traditional marketing (offline 

marketing) and digital marketing. Marketers have now the opportunity to follow a consumer 

in a store, have information about its interest, it’s running trip, everyday habits, to process this 

data thanks to big data analysis and to push messages, triggers purchase action, through the 

same wearables.  
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3 Methodology 

 

Implementing adequate digital marketing strategies using smart wearables, requires 

first to understand which part of the world population currently uses it. Then, it is necessary to 

determine what they are using it for. Once this classification of segmentation and use is made, 

the best way to understand how this information can be used is through an analysis of which 

variable could push our target to buy and what levers to activate in order to induce the action 

we wish the consumer to make. 

 The research to bring an answer to this topic will be based on an inductive 

approach, thus it will imply the use of qualitative and quantitative analysis from secondary 

and primary data. The research will answer two main objectives: 

 

1) Check the classifications of wearable users we found during our review of 

academic and business literature through a quantitative survey 

 The market analysis we reviewed on wearables customer being few and 

presenting different results, we wish to conduct our own market study with two different 

approach:  

- A use based enquiry 

- A traditional age, gender, socio-professional enquiry 

 

As the study we reviewed present no location based differences between wearable 

users, we will not pay particular attention to this criterion.  

 

2) Asses variables influencing people purchasing process on our targeted 

audience through interviews 

 Once we have a deeper understanding of who are the users of wearables and 

why they use these devices for, we will need to study their usual purchasing process. The goal 

of these interviews would be to:  

- Check if the users of wearables have specific purchasing attitudes 

- Identify existing or new possible inputs for these variables that can be 

triggered or enhanced through wearables 
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3.1 Classification of wearable users 

  

3.1.1 Data collection process 

 

We drafted a quantitative survey composed of sixteen questions in order to identify 

and categorize the main users of smart wearables, their affinity with the devices and their use 

objectives.  

This survey was created online thanks to the Google Form platform. As we decided to 

focus this study on the French market to ensure the coherence of the data gathered, the survey 

was written and answered in French. We translated the most important data in the main part of 

the dissertation, but the original raw data is available in French in the Appendix section.  

 

We spread this survey through different canals in order to maximize our chances to target 

smart wearables users:  

 

- Specialized forums: Studyrama, Les numériques, Madmoizelle Forum. 

 

- Facebook Groups : NEWS Objets connectés, Systèmes embarqués et objets 

connectés IOT, One ID Alumni, Wearable Technology - Ideas Concepts and Much 

More, Réseau des étudiants en école de commerce. 

 

- Personal network: Work colleagues, friends and family who already had and 

used a smart wearable. 

 

At the end, we received 67 answers to our survey after a three-month period of non-stop 

broadcast, between September and November 2017. Unfortunately, we didn’t manage to 

obtain as many answers as we hopped to this quantitative study. The reasons we managed to 

identify for this phenomenon are the small proportion of smart wearable users in the total 

population we targeted, some lack of motivation to fill a pretty long online form, some 

misunderstanding concerning the smart wearable concept. 
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3.2 Variables leading wearable users to a purchasing process 

 

3.2.1 Data collection process 

 

To isolate and compare variables influencing smart wearable users purchasing attitude, 

we decided to conduct qualitative interviews with users who already got implied in the first 

part of our study and manifested their motivation to keep up with this second part.  

We designed an interview guide in two main parts, one concerning the smart 

wearables owned, used and purchased by our subjects, the second part about their global 

online and offline purchasing behavior and decision-making process. These interviews were 

conducted between December 2017 and January 2018.  

Once the interview phase was over, we compared the use period of smart wearable and 

the data collected with purchasing opportunities and overall consuming behavior of the 

subject, which lead us to the conclusion you will find at the end of this section. 

 

3.2.2 Presentation of smart wearables users interviewed 

   

We interrogated five people: three males and two females between 28 and 53 years 

old. In order to investigate more deeply the age range that seemed the most receptive to smart 

wearables, according to our quantitative survey and classification of IoT users we studied 

during our literature review. All of them are executives or freelance worker and they belong 

to the middle-class standards which confirm our first survey results. Three out of five are 

parents of two or more children.  

They are all quite interested in new technologies but they seem more amateur than 

confirmed technophile except for one of them. Two people noted that connected devices are 

still expensive or a little bit gadget. Nevertheless, these items are generally seen positively 

and as way to improve people’s daily lives. 
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4 Results 

 

Our research question was: “What kind of digital marketing strategies can be 

implemented by companies to attract and push customers to buy through smart wearables?”   

To answer this question properly, we divided it into four main sections developed 

below. 

 

4.1.1 Smart wearables users’ identity 

 

4.1.1.1 Identification of smart wearable users 

 

The aim of the first part of our quantitative survey was to better know and identify 

smart wearables users through five questions about their: gender, age group, work situation, 

family situation and finally about their interest in new technologies. This survey was 

anonymous so we never asked people about their identity. Nevertheless, we left a blank 

section at the end of the survey, so interested people could leave their email address to be 

contacted for the next step of our study in order to be interviewed. 

The results show that 59.7% of smart wearables users in our panel are men against 

40.3% of women. The core users target seems pretty young with 56.7% between 18 and 25 

years and 31.3% between 26 and 35 years old. The respondents are mainly students (53.7%) 

against 32.8% executives and 10.4% employees. Regarding the youth of the population 

studied, it is without surprise that we realized that they were 80.6% who did not have 

children. Finally, more than one person in two interrogated (61.2%) considered to be 

moderately interested in new technologies against 28.4% confirmed technophiles.  

With these first indications, we can already say that our core target of smart wearables 

users, concerns more young students’ and executives’ men between 18 and 35 years old who 

do not have children. They are not necessarily technology aficionado but they have a 

moderated interest in emerging technologies. This last aspect is really important for the 

continuation of our study and could be a key factor for companies in their marketing 

strategies. Indeed, they should use a different approach to convince these smart wearable 

users, maybe less technically oriented.  
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4.1.1.2 Main usage and expectations of wearable users 

 

The second part of our survey intended to gather information about the type of smart 

wearables used and to what specific end. As we have seen above in our literature review with 

Nick Hunn’s statement, the earbuds and headsets segment represents an important part of 

smart wearables with 71.6% of users according to our survey. Smart watches and smart bands 

represent the second most important segment of the market with respectively 29.9% and 

28.4% of users. In average, our study sample possess only one smart wearable (52.2%) but 

46.3% of the respondents affirm to have more than two wearables devices (46.3%). 88.1% of 

people interrogated purchased themselves their device against 28.4% who received it as a gift. 

Concerning the main application of smart wearables, 73.1% of respondents use it for sport 

and leisure, 61.2% for entertainment and 29.9% for planning their everyday life.  

 

Based on the main answers we received, here is a list of the main objectives related to 

smart wearables from most important to least important:  

1) To follow your physical-activity and sporting 

2) To receive notifications connected to your smartphone 

3) To be able to control your smartphone remotely 

4) To have social interactions 

5) To be able to control your smartphone remotely  

 

This survey also helps us to determine the main wearables users expectations related 

to their purchases behaviors. From most important to least important, the respondents want: 

1) To obtain brands information 

2) To be able to give your opinion on a product after purchase 

3) To be able to exchange/communicate with the brands 

 

At the end, receiving real time notifications about the news and activities of a brand or 

having a personalized account with the follow-up of purchases are not a priority for wearables 

users. 

The last part of our survey was about the frequency of use of these wearables: 76.1% 

of people use it every day and 53.7% of these devices are connected to an application. At last, 

smart wearables users denounce the high cost (65.7%), the lack of battery life (37.3%) and 

sometimes the uselessness of these devices (34.3%).  
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Thanks to these results we could already draw up a typical profile of the smart 

wearable user with all its characteristics gathered in the table below: 

 

Gender Men 

Age group Between 18 and 35 years old 

Work situation Student or executive 

Family situation Without children 

Interest in new technologies Moderate 

Smart wearables segments 1) Smart earphones/headphones 

2) Smart watch/band 

Number of devices  More than one in general 

Purchase or gift Purchase 

Main application Sport and leisure 

Main objective To follow the physical-activity and 

sporting 

Main expectation To obtain brands information 

Usage frequency Everyday 

Connection to an application Yes 

Main complaint The high cost 

 

Table 5: Smart wearable user typology 

 

This first part of our study enabled us to establish the profile of smart wearables users. 

It generally concerns more men than women, between 18 and 35 years old with a medium to 

high purchasing power. These users can be students or active workers executives with a 

framework statute. For most of them, they do not have children and are moderately interested 

in new technologies. It can be a real opportunity for companies to educate these users through 

connected objects. Indeed, these new technologies’ amateurs are more likely to be impressed 

and enthusiastic regarding digital improvements.   

The main smart wearables segments are the smart earphones and the smart watch 

ones. We can explain this phenomenon because these segments are the more developed in 

terms of technological advances, as we have seen it in our literature review. These items are 

already well-established on the smart wearables market. Our survey and interviews’ results 

both show that users had purchased their smart wearable which indicate that buying this type 
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of object is really personal. People do not bought it for the same reasons but in general, the 

main goal was to follow their physical condition and activities.  

  

 

4.1.2  Wearables customers’ specific purchasing behaviors  

 

Our first survey also show us some indications regarding smart wearables users’ 

purchasing behaviors. According to their expectations, smart wearables could be useful to 

obtain specific information about brands and products. It is also a good opportunity to 

communicate and exchange customers’ opinions through these connected items.  

The second part of our study was focused on the feedbacks from five wearables users  

through semi-directive interviews. The achieved results show that interrogated people prefer 

to buy in store rather than online. Companies could use this information in order to bring 

more customers to their physical stores through smart wearables. 

 

4.1.2.1 Users vs smart wearables 

 

Four people out of five own a smart watch or a wrist band and the last one interrogated 

possess wireless headphones. Three people purchased these connected objects for themselves 

but concerning two of them it was bought as a gift or for professional reason. We identified 

three main usages concerning these smart wearables: activity tracker (follow physical 

condition and sport progress) and life/professional organizer (agenda, listen to music, make 

calls). 

Regarding physical activities, people see their smart watch as a coach which helps 

them keeping focused and motivated or also resisting food temptation. It enables them to have 

detailed information and precise data concerning: steps numbers, kilometers travelled, heart 

rate, sleep stages, consumed calories and weight. 

Even if these five users pretty enjoyed their connected objects usages, they also noted 

some constraints related to: 

- Features problems: not waterproof, lack of autonomy, inaccurate 

measurements, difficulties to switch from a device to another.  

- Aesthetics:  too thick for example 

- Price: too expensive 
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- Health effects: “headaches from overuse” and bad feeling concerning sport 

activities. For example, reach the goal becomes more important than enjoy or relax. 

 

People use their connected object daily and remove it just to shower or to charge it. As 

long as it is autonomous, they keep it with them. They are all connected to an application. 

Only one person already bought a smart watch for a friend but the others would generally 

recommend their relatives to purchase one as well.   

 

4.1.2.2 Wearables users’ specific purchasing behaviors  

 

The table below shows the comparison between in store and online purchasing 

behaviors among smart wearables users. 

 

 In store Online 

Kind of purchased items 

Grocery, fashion items, books, 

entertainment, beauty 

products, furniture, art, luxury 

items, high cost items 

Books, electrical goods, ne 

technologies products, music, 

costume, articles which cannot 

be found locally, specialized 

items, booking or travel related 

expenses 

Criteria influencing the 

decision process 

Proximity, emergency of the 

situation, the fact that you can 

see and touch the product, 

control the quality, try on 

before buying, feel and smell 

experience, salesman advices 

Price comparison, customers 

comments, reputation of the e-

commerce website, stocks, 

quality, delivery conditions, ease 

of purchase 

 

Table 6: In store and online purchasing behavior 

 

In conclusion four out of five users interrogated prefer to buy in store for the pleasure 

of “face to face commerce”. Concerning the online purchase experience, people feel easily 

tempted to buy more items than necessary, one of the people interviewed also added that 

online items seem “less real”. 
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4.1.3 Users’ feelings regarding data collected through smart wearables 

 

Finally, our five users interrogated all agree to say that new technologies and 

especially smart wearables are great tools which make life easier but which have to be used 

carefully regarding its negative aspects. These devices can also bring loss of privacy and 

addiction when they are not use correctly. People also underlined the fact that it is important 

to disconnect sometimes and to step back from new technologies. 

 

This comparative table below can help us to understand wearables users’ feeling 

concerning the use of their private data: 

 

Data collected to 

Improve 

shops/websites 

experiences 

Push relevant 

ads/promotions 

Design adapted new 

products/services 

Answer YES NO YES NO YES NO 

Number of 

respondents out 

of five 

5 0 2 3 5 0 

 

Table 7: Respondents feeling about data privacy 

 

All the users are more likely to let companies collect their private information through 

smart wearables, if these data are used to improve their customer experience both online and 

offline but also if it helps designing new products and services. However they are more mixed 

concerning ads and promotion, three people out of five are totally against this.  

 

4.1.4 Identification of new digital marketing improvements 

 

As we can see from the results of the studies we conducted and from the data collected 

by other sources we summed up above, most of smart wearables users are using their devices 

for the purpose these were designed. Namely track their health, their sport achievements or to 

take care of loved ones. They have almost no clue about how the data they create and store 

can be used in different productive ways, even if they totally acknowledge and for some of 
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them fear the fact that this data is obtainable and potentially used by companies or 

governments.  

 

4.1.4.1 Assess the efficiency of Digital Ads Campaigns 

 

This use of smart wearables data is already starting to be implemented in some 

countries by leaders of digital advertising. Since September 2017, Facebook launched a beta 

version of ads campaigns optimization for In store visits. They confront the data of 

advertising exposition and location data from the customer, coming from different sources 

developed in graph. 3. They currently don’t use the data coming from smart wearables, but we 

believe this could help get even more precision to this kind of tools.  

 

 

Graph. 3 : How Facebook uses customer data to asses store visits post ad exposition 

 

4.1.4.2 Optimize ads delivery according to customer’s schedule and position 

 

Smart wearables users tend to wear their devices all day long, which enables to have 

access to their position, know their habits, and so predict when and where is the best time to 

push them ad, either for remarketing/retargeting purpose, or just to trigger something to push 

during the purchasing process.  
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5 Discussion and Implications 

 

To go further, it would have been interesting to determine elements companies can use 

to set up or improve digital marketing strategies through a focus group.  

 Based on the respondents of the first survey, we could have imagined to 

conduct a focus group with 5 to 7 people coming from the population who had the best 

response to the previous survey. The aim would have been to ask people to talk about the 

ideas they have in order to set up or improve digital marketing strategies. 

Then it might be more than interesting to interview people working in the digital 

marketing industry and entrepreneurs if these applications make sense to them, if they see 

how it can be beneficial to their business and industries. 
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7 Appendices 

 

7.1 Literature Review Table 

 

 

Phenomenon Paper Finding 

Smart wearables definition Ranita Bera (2016) Considering wearable as the “smart” part of 

it alone (the technological device). 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 

(2014) 

Considering the whole wearable item. 

Andrea Dodet (2015) The wearable devices need to be equipped 

with sensors. 

Adam D. Thier (2015) Wearable technologies are networked 

devices that can collect data, track activities, 

and customize experiences to users’ needs 

and desires. 

Wearables categories Ranita Bera (2016) Consumers prefer wrist wearables.  In the 

future, the wearable technology should 

focus on smart clothing. 

Accenture (2014) Wearable fitness technologies and smart 

watches are the two fastest growing IoT 

categories. 

Nick Hunn (2014) The earbuds and headsets segment could be 

the next wearables devices growing after 

smartwatches. 

Smart wearables use PricewaterhouseCoopers 

(2014) 

4 categories: entertainment, media & 

communication, retail, health and 

Technology 

Deborah Weinswig 

(2016) 

4 categories:  fitness and wellness, 

healthcare, lifestyle, gaming & 

entertainment.  More customer centric 

approach. 

Consumer segmentation Jochen Meyer et al. 

(2015) 

Normal persons concerned by their health 

and physical condition.  

 

Accenture (2014) Higher adoption rate among parents. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 

(2014) 

Millennials, parents and big companies. 
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Phenomenon Paper Finding 

Digital marketing definition Afrina Yasmin et al. 

(2015) 

It’s the marketing of products or services 

using digital channels to reach consumers. 

Vincent Luciani (2014) Digital Marketing can be described through 

five distinct and interconnected “worlds”. 

Comparison with traditional 

marketing 

Leila El Kamel and 

Sabrina Hombourger-

Barès (2016) 

Now, the consumer is interested in the value 

he could perceives in an item. 

Afrina Yasmin et al. 

(2015) 

Digital marketing is “a sub branch of 

traditional marketing” which only use digital 

channels to reach customers.  

Vincent Luciani (2014) Digital marketing can adapt to the 

consumer, when traditional marketing can’t. 

Recent evolution PwC and J. Jara et al. Any kind of marketing input needs to be 

precisely targeted, timed, emotionally 

pertinent and as relevant as possible for the 

consumer 

Prahalad et al. (2005) Consumer's role is changing as they become 

“co-producers of value” 
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7.2 Survey - Smart Wearables Users 
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7.3 Survey results - Smart Wearables Users  
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7.4 Interview guide – Smart Wearables & Purchasing Behaviors 

 

7.4.1 Purpose of the interview  

 

Users vs Smart wearables 

- Study the way the subject is using its smart wearable(s) 

- Study in which situations he wears it 

- If the subject stopped using the device, try to find out the cause 

 

Wearables users vs Purchasing behaviors 

- Isolate specific buying behaviors regarding both offline and online purchases 

- Identify what is influencing consumers in their buying process 

 

 

7.4.2 Interview 

 

“Hello, my name is X and I’m currently running a study concerning the use of smart 

wearables and how the data they collect could be used for Digital marketing purposes. Thanks 

for taking the time to meet me and answer my questions. If you already answered our survey, 

some of those questions might seem repetitive, but as the survey was anonymous we need to 

ask you again. Sorry for that.” 

 

Presentation 

1. What is your age? Gender? 

2. What kind of job are you doing?  

3. Do you have any children? 

4. How would you describe your consumer behavior regarding new technologies? Why? 

 

Smart Wearables 

5. What kind of wearable devices do you own? 

6. How did you get those? (purchase, gift, other) 

7. Can you tell me more about each of those? 

a. Why did you buy them (if applicable)?  

b. How do you use them?  

c. Would you say they are making your life easier? Why?  

d. What would you describe as the worst pain while using them? 

8. How often do you use your smart wearable? 

9. Is your smart wearable connected to an app?  

10. If yes, which one?  

11. Do you enjoy the experience? 
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12. Have you ever bought a smart wearable device for someone or would you recommend 

it to someone else?  

13. If Yes :  

a. To whom? Why? 

b. Do you think they were happy? Why? 

 

 

Purchasing behavior 

14. Do you purchase more online or in store?  

15. What kind of items do you purchase online, in store? Why? 

16. When you’re taking the decision to purchase an item, what is influencing you?  

a. Online 

b. In store 

17. Would you describe yourself as :  

a. An impulsive buyer? 

b. A reflection based buyer? 

18. Did you notice discrepancies in your purchase decision process?  

a. Online vs Offline: Which ones? 

b. Between different type of items (grocery/fashion/lifestyle/deco/hobbies …): 

Does the in store / online experience influence your purchase decision making? 

 

Conclusion 

19. What is your overall feeling about new technologies? 

20. Would you appreciate if the data collected by your smart wearable was used by 

companies to:  

a. Improve your experience in their shops / on their websites? 

b. Push you relevant ads / promotions? 

c. Design new product or services adapted to your lifestyle? 

21. Anything to ad? 

 

“Thanks a lot again for taking the time to answer my questions, you helped me a lot. 

Don’t hesitate to contact me if you are interested in the results of our study.” 
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7.5 Interview results – Smart Wearables & Purchasing Behaviors 

 

7.5.1 Interview n°1 

 

Presentation 

1. What is your age? I am 52 years old. Gender? Male. 

2. What kind of job are you doing? Executive. 

3. Do you have any children? Yes, three. 

4. How would you describe your consumer behavior regarding new technologies? I am very 

interested in new technologies. Actually, I would like to buy more connected than I can afford. 

Why? It is still very expensive. 

 

Smart Wearables 

5. What kind of wearable devices do you own? I have a smart watch, a Nokia Steel HR. 

6. How did you get those? (purchase, gift, other) It was a purchase but I bought it as a birthday 

gift for myself. 

7. Can you tell me more about each of those?  

a. Why did you buy them (if applicable)? I wanted to know how many steps and 

kilometers I did every day because I think that a smartwatch is more precise than a 

pedometer. I also would like to buy a connected object which looks like a real watch, 

the aesthetic of the device remains very important to me. 

b. How do you use them? I use it to follow my physical condition. With this smartwatch 

I know precisely the number of steps and kilometers I do every day. I also check my 

heart rate and my sleep. 

c. Would you say they are making your life easier? Why? Not really, it is just a source of 

information for me. 

d. What would you describe as the worst pain while using them? It can be really 

annoying when the watch does inaccurate measurements. According to the location of 

the smartwatch, data can be poorly collected so it implies attendance and rigor to think 

about repositioning the watch before sleep. 

8. How often do you use your smart wearable? Every day, I just remove it to shower. 

9. Is your smart wearable connected to an app? Yes. 

10. If yes, which one? Nokia health santé. 

11. Do you enjoy the experience? Yes because the app is very reactive, there are many updates, it 

is easy to use and personalizable with a simple design. 

12. Have you ever bought a smart wearable device for someone or would you recommend it to 

someone else? No but I would recommend someone to buy a smart watch. 

13. If Yes :  

a. To whom? Why? 

b. Do you think they were happy? Why? 

 

 

Purchasing behavior 

14. Do you purchase more online or in store? More in store. 

15. What kind of items do you purchase online, in store? Why? I buy exclusively grocery and 

fashion items in stores.  Concerning books, electrical goods and new technologies, I prefer to 

purchase it online. 

16. When you’re taking the decision to purchase an item, what is influencing you?  

a. Online  The price and customers comments. 
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b. In store  The proximity, the emergency of the situation and the fact to can see and 

touch the product before buying it. 

17. Would you describe yourself as :  

a. An impulsive buyer? No. 

b. A reflection based buyer? Yes, I am more a reflection based buyer. 

18. Did you notice discrepancies in your purchase decision process?  

a. Online vs Offline: Which ones? When I buy online, my purchases are more pondered 

than offline because I can compare several websites before buying. 

b. Between different type of items (grocery/fashion/lifestyle/deco/hobbies …): Does the 

in store / online experience influence your purchase decision making? Online: I take 

into consideration the good reputation of the website, the stock and the comments of 

previous clients. Offline: It is quite the same than online except that I do not have 

access to customers’ feedbacks.  

 

Conclusion 

19. What is your overall feeling about new technologies? I think it is a good thing concerning 

technological advances but we must remain aware of its negative aspects. It is important to 

disconnect sometimes and to face the reality of everyday life. New technologies must be seen 

as complementary, as a source of information which can improve our daily lives. 

20. Would you appreciate if the data collected by your smart wearable was used by companies to:  

a. Improve your experience in their shops / on their websites? I am not really interested, 

I do not care. 

b. Push you relevant ads / promotions? Yes, it may be interesting to buy complimentary 

devices. 

c. Design new product or services adapted to your lifestyle?  Yes, why not. 

21. Anything to ad? No. 
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7.5.2 Interview n°2 

 

Presentation 

1. What is your age? I am 40 years old. Gender? Female. 

2. What kind of job are you doing? Executive. 

3. Do you have any children? Yes, two. 

4. How would you describe your consumer behavior regarding new technologies? I consider 

myself as an amateur, I am interested in new technologies but devices must be very simple to 

use for me. If it seems too complicated I do not want to try to understand it. Why? I think that 

new technologies have to be intuitive now. I also do not purchase a lot of technological 

devices because it is generally too expensive or gadget for me. 

 

Smart Wearables 

5. What kind of wearable devices do you own? I have a smart watch, a Fitbit. 

6. How did you get those? (purchase, gift, other) It was a Christmas gift. 

7. Can you tell me more about each of those?  

a. Why did you buy them (if applicable)? / 

b. How do you use them? I use this watch to count my calories after every meal. My 

goal is to burn off as many calorie as I consume to keep it and maintain a proper body 

weight. I also use it to follow my physical activities and my progress in Swedish 

gymnastic.  

c. Would you say they are making your life easier? Why? Yes, because data are more 

reliable and it is easier for me to realize the food quantity I need. It allows me to 

understand more precisely my physical activity and my physical condition. It also 

helps me to resist temptation because I really see what I eat. 

d. What would you describe as the worst pain while using them? The watch is not 

waterproof, it is a little bit too thick and expensive. 

8. How often do you use your smart wearable? Every day, I remove during my shower to charge 

it. 

9. Is your smart wearable connected to an app? Yes, I have two applications. 

10. If yes, which one? Fitbit and Fitbit coach. 

11. Do you enjoy the experience? Yes a lot, the app are really addictive and easy to use. 

12. Have you ever bought a smart wearable device for someone or would you recommend it to 

someone else? No but I would recommend someone to buy it. 

13. If Yes :  

a. To whom? Why? / 

b. Do you think they were happy? Why? / 

 

 

Purchasing behavior 

14. Do you purchase more online or in store? More in store because I need to see and to touch a 

product before buying it. 

15. What kind of items do you purchase online, in store? Why? Online, I like to buy books, music, 

costume and household appliances because these items are often cheapest on internet. In 

stores, I purchase clothes and food because it is more convenient and it is also a pleasure to go 

shopping. 

16. When you’re taking the decision to purchase an item, what is influencing you?  

a. Online  Customers comments, price comparison. 

b. In store  Salesman advices. 

17. Would you describe yourself as :  
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a. An impulsive buyer? It depends of the item. For example, I cannot resist to private 

sales and price offers concerning shoes and handbags, even If I do not need it. 

b. A reflection based buyer? In general, I am more a reflection based buyer because I 

compare a lot online and in stores before buying it.   

18. Did you notice discrepancies in your purchase decision process?  

a. Online vs Offline: Which ones? It seems cheapest online. 

b. Between different type of items (grocery/fashion/lifestyle/deco/hobbies …): Does the 

in store / online experience influence your purchase decision making?  

Online: The customers’ comments can influence me a lot.  

Offline:  A good experience with the vendor is really important for me. 

 

Conclusion 

19. What is your overall feeling about new technologies? I am not afraid of it but my relatives yes. 

They think that I am too addict. 

20. Would you appreciate if the data collected by your smart wearable was used by companies to:  

a. Improve your experience in their shops / on their websites? Yes because it is 

important to always improve customers’ experience.  

b. Push you relevant ads / promotions? No, I already received many promotional emails 

and SMS.  

c. Design new product or services adapted to your lifestyle? Yes but I do not want to 

participate, companies have to manage existing data without customers help. 

21. Anything to ad? No. 
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7.5.3 Interview n°3 

Presentation 

1. What is your age? 28 Sex? Female 

2. What kind of job are you doing? Executive  

3. Do you have any children? No 

4. How would you describe your consumer behavior regarding new technologies? I would say 

I’m pretty enthusiast about technology.  

5. Why? I like the way it can assist in our everyday life, the way it can help me monitor my 

activity, set goals, become better in some ways. It can also help me see my evolution.  

 

Smart Wearables 

6. What kind of wearable devices do you own? I own a connected wristband. 

7. How did you get those? ( purchase, gift, other) I bought it for myself. 

8. Can you tell me more about each of those?  

a. Why did you buy them (if applicable)? I bought it to track my activity should it be my 

everyday activity or sport. 

b. How do you use them? I used it mainly as an activity tracker. 

c. Would you say they are making your life easier? Why? Yes and No. Because at the 

beginning, it helped me keep focus, motivated me to do sport, but in the end, it was 

becoming a constraint. I felt compelled to make my number, to achieve more every 

time, all the fun and spontaneity was gone.  

d. What would you describe as the worst pain while using them? It was pretty ugly, and 

not really autonomous.  

9. How often do you use your smart wearable? Every day as long as it was working 

10. Is your smart wearable connected to an app?  Yes 

11. If yes, which one? Within. 

12. Do you enjoy the experience? Yes 

13. Have you ever bought a smart wearable device for someone or would you recommend it to 

someone else? Yes, I offered a connected watch to a friend. 

14. If Yes :  

a. To whom? To a friend 

b. Why? He wanted one to run 

c. Do you think they were happy? Yes, he loves it 

d. Why? He like the design, he find it light enough and autonomous enough to run.  

 

Purchasing behavior 

15. Do you purchase more online or in store? Online 

16. What kind of items do you purchase online, in store? Everything online.  

Offline: things I’d like to try on before. 

17. Why?  

18. When you’re taking the decision to purchase an item, what is influencing you?  

a. Online: Price / Quality / delivery 

b. In store 

19. Would you describe yourself as :  

a. An impulsive buyer? Totally 

b. A reflection based buyer? /  

20. Did you notice discrepancies in your purchase decision process?  

a. Online v Offline 

i. Which ones? Far more impulsive online and more thoughtful offline. I tend to 

regret offline purchases but never send things back.  
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b. Between different type of items (grocery/fashion/lifestyle/deco/hobbies …) No 

21. Does the in store / online experience influence your purchase decision making? Sure. Too 

much ads on websites tend to stop me in my purchasing process. I also tend to back off when 

I’m asked to pay in a different currency.  

 

Conclusion 

22. What is your overall feeling about new technologies?  

I like the added security it can bring. Alert when you got accidents … 

But: tracking, loss of privacy. 

23. Would you appreciate if the data collected by your smart wearable was used by companies to :  

a. Improve you experience in their shops / on their websites? Sure, even if I have to say I 

don’t really see how it can be done.  

b. Push you relevant ads / promotions? Not really. Would depend on the frequency. 

Could be nice if it helps discovering new things. But tracking is kind of scary.  

c. Design new product or services adapted to your lifestyle? Can be really nice. The 

Nike app for running already does things like that. You can enter the brand and model 

of your running shoes and based on your activity, it pushes you advices on when to 

buy new shoes and what kind of model would suit the best your running habits.  

24. Anything to ad? No 
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7.5.4 Interview n°4 

 

Presentation 

1. What is your age? 53 Sex? Male 

2. What kind of job are you doing? Executive  

3. Do you have any children? Yes, 3 

4. How would you describe your consumer behavior regarding new technologies? I am a 

confirmed technophile. 

5. Why? I like to try new items, to test cutting edge tech. I think it helps make my life easier.  

 

Smart Wearables 

6. What kind of wearable devices do you own? A smart watch. 

7. How did you get those? ( purchase, gift, other) I purchased it. 

8. Can you tell me more about each of those? 

a. Why did you buy them (if applicable)? To organize my life, track my physical 

activity. 

b. How do you use them? For the reasons quoted before. 

c. Would you say they are making your life easier? Why? Yes, it enables me to track my 

activity and see my agenda even when I don’t have my phone with me. 

d. What would you describe as the worst pain while using them? The autonomy, mainly. 

9. How often do you use your smart wearable? All the time. 

10. Is your smart wearable connected to an app?  Yes 

11. If yes, which one?  Apple’s watch app. 

12. Do you enjoy the experience? Yes 

13. Have you ever bought a smart wearable device for someone or would you recommend it to 

someone else? No 

14. If Yes :  

a. To whom?  

b. Why?  

c. Do you think they were happy? 

d. Why? 

 

Purchasing behavior 

15. Do you purchase more online or in store? In store 

16. What kind of items do you purchase online, in store? I buy almost everything in store. 

17. Why? I tend not to trust online payment interfaces, and I like to see and try things I buy. 

18. When you’re taking the decision to purchase an item, what is influencing you?  

a. Online 

b. In store: Quality, if it fits me, if I need it.  

19. Would you describe yourself as :  

a. An impulsive buyer? No 

b. A reflection based buyer? Yes. I take time to decide what product I chose when I need 

something, and tend to compare with everything else available.  

20. Did you notice discrepancies in your purchase decision process?  

a. Online v Offline 

i. Which ones? NA 

b. Between different type of items (grocery/fashion/lifestyle/deco/hobbies …) 

21. Does the in store / online experience influence your purchase decision making? Yes, sure. 

When an experience id agreeable, I’m more likely to buy.  

 

Conclusion 
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22. What is your overall feeling about new technologies? I think they are great, help human being 

get better and progress. Nevertheless, Internet of Things enables to watch us and every aspect 

of our live in a scarier way. 

23. Would you appreciate if the data collected by your smart wearable was used by companies to :  

a. Improve you experience in their shops / on their websites? Yes, It would be great if 

data about our habits could be used in a way that serves us.  

b. Push you relevant ads / promotions? Not at all, I hate ads. 

c. Design new product or services adapted to your lifestyle? Sure, same as in the first 

question 

24. Anything to ad? No 
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7.5.5 Interview n°5 

 

Presentation 

1. What is your age? 32 Gender? Male 

2. What kind of job are you doing? Freelance worker (Digital copywriter). 

3. Do you have any children? No 

4. How would you describe your consumer behavior regarding new technologies? Why? Limited 

to professional requirements – not particularly interested in being more “connected” than 

strictly necessary (need to “switch off”). 

 

Smart Wearables 

5. What kind of wearable devices do you own? Wireless headphones noise-cancelling headphone 

with Google Assist (Bose) 

6. How did you get those? (purchase, gift, other) Business purchase 

7. Can you tell me more about each of those? 

a. Why did you buy them (if applicable)? For comfort in the workplace (improve 

concentration, call management + entertainment quality) 

b. How do you use them? Listening to music on the go, while working, making calls, etc. 

c. Would you say they are making your life easier? Why? Simple and comfortable 

d. What would you describe as the worst pain while using them? Having to disconnect 

them when switching between devices, headaches from overuse, etc. 

8. How often do you use your smart wearable? Daily 

9. Is your smart wearable connected to an app? No 

10. If yes, which one? N/A 

11. Do you enjoy the experience? N/A 

12. Have you ever bought a smart wearable device for someone or would you recommend it to 

someone else? No, I think it’s a very personal thing.  

13. If Yes :  

a. To whom? Why? 

b. Do you think they were happy? Why? 

 

 

Purchasing behavior 

14. Do you purchase more online or in store?  In store 

15. What kind of items do you purchase online, in store? Why? Mainly clothes, food, books + 

entertainment, beauty products, furniture, art, luxury items.  

16. When you’re taking the decision to purchase an item, what is influencing you?  

a. Online: articles I can’t find locally, specialized items, any bookings or travel-related 

expenses 

b. In store: Items I want to see, feel, smell, taste, experience before purchasing, high-cost 

items – 300 euros + 

17. Would you describe yourself as :  

a. An impulsive buyer? When it comes to clothes, art, food and alcohol! 

b. A reflection based buyer? When it comes to the rest 

18. Did you notice discrepancies in your purchase decision process?  

a. Online vs Offline: Which ones? Ease of purchase online // more temptation to add 

further items to the basket, seems less “real” // tend to be more reluctant and measured 

when buying offline (though easily persuaded by a good salesperson). 

b. Between different type of items (grocery/fashion/lifestyle/deco/hobbies …): Does the 

in store / online experience influence your purchase decision making? Yes – as 
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mentioned above, I generally like to see and feel what I am buying. Also enjoy the 

pleasure of face-to-face commerce. Greater sense of “quality control”. 

 

Conclusion 

19. What is your overall feeling about new technologies? They are great if used sparingly and 

intelligently according to personal and professional requirements. Wary of the negative impact 

of technology overload.  

 

20. Would you appreciate if the data collected by your smart wearable was used by companies to:  

a. Improve your experience in their shops / on their websites? Yes 

b. Push you relevant ads / promotions? No 

c. Design new product or services adapted to your lifestyle? Yes 

21. Anything to ad? 

 

 

 


